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a b s t r a c t 

The Cassini Radio and Plasma Wave Science (RPWS) instrument can detect dust particles when voltage 

pulses induced by the dust impacts are observed in the wideband receiver. The size of the voltage pulse 

is proportional to the mass of the impacting dust particle. In this paper, we show RPWS measurements 

of dust particles in Saturn’s dusty rings. The differential size distribution of the dust particles can be 

characterized as a power law dn / dr ∝ r μ, where μ ∼ −4 and r is the particle radius. The observed particle 

radius ranged from 0.2 to 10 μm. The dust density profiles of the dusty rings are derived from the impact 

rates measured by the RPWS wideband receiver. The radial density profiles show peaks near Enceladus’ 

orbit and the G ring. The region around the G ring is found to be a very thin layer of dust particles 

with no observable vertical offset of the peak density from the ring plane. The vertical scale height of 

the E ring varies with the radial distance from Saturn with a local minimum at Enceladus’ orbit. The 

vertical density profiles of the E ring show dips at the equatorial plane near Enceladus’ orbit and vertical 

offsets of the peak locations away from Enceladus’ orbit. These observations are consistent with previous 

modeling studies and measurements by other instruments onboard Cassini. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

The planet Saturn is surrounded by the most spectacular

ing system in the Solar System. The main rings, which are

ocated within the Roche limit of the planet, consist of centime-

er to meter size ice particles ( Zebker et al., 1985; Tiscareno,

013 ). Although the main rings of Saturn are enormous in size

diameter ∼270,0 0 0 km), their thickness does not exceed 100 m

 Zebker and Tyler, 1984 ). Fainter rings, namely G, E and Phoebe

ings, have been discovered outside the main rings ( Feibelman,

967; Van Allen et al., 1980; Smith et al., 1981; Verbiscer et al.,

009 ). These dusty rings consist mainly of dust particles from

anometers to 10 s of micrometers in size ( Showalter et al., 1991 ;

howalter and Cuzzi, 1993 ; Throop and Esposito, 1998 ; de Pater

t al., 2004; Spahn et al., 2006a and b; Hedman et al., 2007;

empf et al., 2008; Hamilton et al., 2015 ). These small particles

re subject to additional forces beyond gravity (e.g. solar radiation

ressure), and thus their behavior is more complicated and often

ignificantly different from that of the larger particles in the main

ings ( Horanyi, 1996 ). These additional forces can lead to very

apid evolution, and thus short lifetimes of the dust particles,

hich requires a corresponding production of dust to balance
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hese losses. It has been discovered by Cassini that the cryovol-

anic activity near the south pole of Enceladus is responsible for

upplying the material in the E ring ( Waite et al., 2006; Spahn

t al., 2006b; Porco et al., 2006 ). Meteoroid impacts into, and

ollisions among, the small bodies and moonlets within the G ring

rc are found to be responsible for generation of the dusty G ring

 Hedman et al., 2007 ). 

Wang et al. (2006) and Kurth et al. (2006) reported the in-situ

easurements of dust impacts by the Cassini Radio and Plasma

ave Science (RPWS) wideband receiver during the Saturn or-

it insertion (SOI) and E ring crossings respectively. These studies

how that the differential size distribution of the dust particles de-

ected during the SOI and E ring crossings can be characterized as

 power law dn / dr ∝ r μ, where μ ∼ −4 to −6, and r is the particle

adius. The impact rates measured by the wideband receiver can

e converted to dust density based on an estimate of the effective

mpact area of the spacecraft. 

Dust particles have also been detected in-situ by the dedicated

ust detector onboard Cassini, the Cosmic Dust Analyzer (CDA)

 Srama et al. 2004 ). CDA is designed to measure the size, den-

ity, velocity, charge and composition of the dust particles. Thus

lthough it was shielded by the High Gain Antenna during the SOI

nd could not detect the dust particles, CDA data collected during

he following ring plane crossings (with calibrated size thresholds

nd effective detection areas) can be used to calibrate the result of

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.05.006
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/icarus
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RPWS measurements ( Spahn et al., 2006a; Kempf et al., 2008; Ye

et al., 2014 ). Kempf et al. (2012) reconstructed the 3 dimensional

morphology of the E ring from vertical and equatorial dust density

profiles measured by the CDA. They found that the radial density

profile of the E ring is dependent on the local time, which was also

seen in the imaging data ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). 

The dusty rings of Saturn can also be measured by the remote

sensing instruments onboard Cassini, e.g., Imaging Science Subsys-

tem (ISS) and Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (VIMS).

Ingersoll and Ewald (2011) , based on ISS observation, determined

the median radius of the dust particles (assuming spherical shape)

in the Enceladus plume to be 3.1 μm. They also estimated the total

mass of particles in the Enceladus plume and E ring and deduced

the lifetime of the dust particles in the E ring to be ∼8 years.

Horanyi et al. (1992) and Hamilton (1993) modeled the motion

of dust particles in the E ring and predicted radial and vertical

structures of the E ring confirmed by later Cassini observations.

Hedman et al. (2009) deduced the dust density profile and the

velocity distribution of particles launched from the south pole of

Enceladus based on the VIMS observations of the plume. Based

on ISS images, Hedman et al. (2012) showed that E ring’s vertical

thickness grows with distance from Enceladus’ orbit and the E

ring’s peak density shifts from south to north of Saturn’s equator

plane with increasing radial distance from Saturn. The ISS data

also revealed a localized depletion in particle density near Saturn’s

equatorial plane around Enceladus’ orbit. These characteristics of

the E ring’s structure are the result of a combination of external

forces acting on the dust particles changing their trajectory around

the planet. This density depletion near the ring plane was also

observed by RPWS during the E ring crossing ( Kurth et al., 2006 )

but not clearly detected in CDA measurements ( Kempf et al., 2008,

2010 ). 

In this paper, we analyze Cassini RPWS data collected during

the ring plane crossings (within 6 R S ) between the SOI (07-01-

2004) and equinox (08-11-2009) (high inclination ring plane

crossings analyzed in this study are listed in Table 1 ). We apply an

updated dust detection algorithm and data analysis method ( Ye

et al., 2014 ) to the data analyzed by Wang et al. (2006) and Kurth

et al. (2006) . In Section 2 , we briefly describe the RPWS dust

detection mechanism. In Section 3 , we show some data collected

by RPWS, e.g. ring particle size distributions and dust density

profiles of the dusty rings inferred from the dust impact rates. In

Section 4 , we compare RPWS observations with previous modeling

and experimental studies of the dusty rings. In Section 5 , we

summarize the main results presented in this paper. 

2. Detection mechanism 

Impact ionization is believed to be the basis for converting the

impact energy to an electrical signal ( Gurnett et al., 1983; Aubier

et al., 1983; Meyer-Vernet 1985 ). When a dust particle strikes

the spacecraft with high enough impact speed, the kinetic energy

involved vaporizes the dust particle and part of the spacecraft

surface material. This results in a hot ionized gas with electrons

expanding away from the impact site faster than ions if the space-

craft is not charged. The charge Q in the expanding plasma cloud

depends on the mass and velocity of the impacting dust grain.

In this study, we use the experimentally measured charge yield

relation of iron particles impacting the surface material of the

Cassini spacecraft and the RPWS electric antenna boom ( Collette

et al., 2014 ), while the particles in the dusty rings are mostly ice.

The charge yield of ice particles could be significantly lower than

iron particles ( Timmermann and Grün, 1991 ). However, the charge

yield will increase significantly if there are salts in the ice matrix.

The measured charge yield for iron particles is 
/m = 0 . 0025 × v 4 . 6 (1)

or impacts on Kapton, the material of the thermal blanket and 

/m = 0 . 012 × v 3 . 8 (2)

or impacts on Beryllium copper (BeCu), the material of RPWS

lectric antenna boom, where Q is expressed in Coulombs, m in

ilograms and v in km/s. At 10 km/s impact speed, the charge

ield relations above both give ∼80 fC/pg, which is about 5 times

maller than the relation used in Ye et al. (2014) . 

Oberc (1996) summarized the different scenarios by which

ust impacts can generate electric signals on an electric antenna.

urnett et al. (1983) proposed that the electric signal observed

uring a dust impact is the abrupt change in potential difference

etween the spacecraft and the electric antenna (monopole mode)

r two antenna elements (dipole mode), most likely due to differ-

ntial charge collection by these units. Tsurutani et al. (2004) in-

erpreted the signal observed on the dipole antenna as induced by

he electric field caused by the separation of the charges from the

ust impact. It is also likely that the signals observed are due to

apacitive coupling between the antennas and the impact sepa-

ated charges. Experimental effort has been devoted to reproduc-

ng dust-induced antenna signals using the IMPACT accelerator at

ASP University of Colorado. It is found that the charge recollection

y either the spacecraft or the antenna can explain some of the

ust impact signals and a particular fast antenna signal might be

nduced by the charge separation in the expanding plasma cloud

reated by the impact ( Collette et al., 2015 ). A detailed discussion

f the scenarios proposed for the generation of dust impact sig-

als can be found in Ye et al. (2014) . The choice of antenna mode

either monopole or dipole mode) turns out to have a significant

mpact on the efficiency of charge collection and the resulting volt-

ge signal level ( Meyer-Vernet et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2014 ). RPWS

as three electric antenna booms. The wideband receiver can mea-

ure the potential difference between two of the booms (dipole)

r between one of the booms and the spacecraft body (monopole)

 Gurnett et al., 2004 ). 

For the monopole mode, recollection of impact charges by the

pacecraft body or antenna (whichever is impacted) is responsible

or the voltage pulses detected. The size of the voltage pulse mea-

ured in the receiver is proportional to the charge released from

he impact, 

 = Q/C (3)

here C ∼200 pF is the total capacitance of the circuit where the

oth the spacecraft and the antenna boom (with a base capaci-

ance between them) are capacitively coupled to space ( Gurnett,

998; Gurnett et al., 2004 ). For this study, we assume all ions

enerated during the impact are recollected by the surfaces im-

acted on, which are negatively charged within 10 R S of Saturn’s

enter ( Wahlund et al., 2005; Sittler et al., 2006 ). Collette et al.

2015) showed that a target with a biased potential recollects most

f the charges released from a dust impact. 

For the dipole mode, Gurnett et al. (1987) proposed that the

ust impact signals are results of differential char ging of the

lectric antenna elements by charges released by impacts on the

pacecraft body. Therefore, the charge recollection efficiency is

reatly reduced due to the smaller collecting area of the elec-

ric antenna compared to the spacecraft body. Tsintikidis et al.

1994) showed that the voltage spectrum due to the dust impacts

easured by the Voyager PRA monopole antenna is 30-50 times

tronger than that measured by the PWS dipole antenna (their

able 1 ), which led to the conclusion that the dipole antenna is

40 times less sensitive to dust impacts than that the monopole
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Table 1 

Data from all Cassini high inclination RPXs between DOY 122, 2005 and DOY 223, 2009 (all collected in dipole mode). Listed are time stamps (SCET), 

fitting parameters n 0 (fitted peak density for particles with radius > 1 μm), w (fitted half width half maximum), z 0 (fitted vertical offset of the peak 

from ring plane), and spacecraft locations r max (radial distance from Saturn center), x max , y max (coodinates in the Saturn equatorial frame), LT (local 

time) at the density peaks of the ring plance crossings. The density unit is m 

−3 and the length unit is R S (1 R S =60,330 km). 

Time n 0 w z 0 r max x max y max LT 

SCET m 

−3 R S R S R S R S R S Hour 

2005-05-02T23:33:20 0.030705 0.036021 −0.00785 3.901143 0.717022 3.841845 17.3 

2005-06-08T08:25:47 0.016951 0.03379 0.007732 3.907838 0.815206 3.828093 17.2 

2005-06-26T13:31:15 0.032706 0.032514 −0.00104 3.93517 0.854308 3.831623 17.2 

2005-08-02T03:32:35 0.01935 0.034796 −0.00584 3.952776 1.003168 3.818482 17 

2005-08-20T08:56:57 0.04145 0.033234 −0.00338 3.932804 1.098233 3.789697 16.9 

2006-09-09T19:06:22 0.001593 0.08558 −0.01654 3.151713 2.585931 1.81989 14.3 

2006-09-25T22:19:22 0.006149 0.043779 0.001757 4.350887 3.58728 2.460442 14.3 

2006-10-28T03:10:54 0.001666 0.101469 0.022579 4.978289 4.173722 2.712394 14.2 

2006-11-09T02:59:11 0.0 020 04 0.090012 0.029586 4.986055 4.205401 2.662653 14.2 

20 06-12-03T0 0:36:55 0.002324 0.086552 0.024797 4.97674 4.246569 2.577651 14.1 

2007-05-10T19:30:07 0.006145 0.065842 0.00417 4.759229 −4.32257 −1.99158 1.6 

2007-05-26T22:40:39 0.003027 0.0534 4 4 −0.00827 3.503545 −3.19988 −1.43802 1.6 

2007-06-11T23:29:38 0.078701 0.002115 0.001165 2.938634 −2.6 84 88 −1.19415 1.6 

2007-12-19T03:35:21 0.001273 0.110565 −0.01242 3.233808 −3.20682 0.46743 23.4 

2008-01-03T22:05:20 0.010767 0.041161 −0.00235 4.359624 −4.30145 0.712214 23.4 

2008-01-15T21:06:04 0.006164 0.051953 −0.02025 3.4 4 4221 −3.3927 0.585802 23.3 

2008-01-27T19:14:48 0.003896 0.044008 −0.02575 3.443493 −3.38995 0.635914 23.3 

2008-02-08T17:52:22 0.002831 0.052775 −0.01307 3.457128 −3.4028 0.633022 23.3 

2008-02-20T17:52:35 0.007884 0.042135 −0.02206 3.452499 −3.39155 0.645369 23.3 

2008-03-02T03:14:08 0.026511 0.034626 −0.0 0 053 3.943226 −3.85883 0.799839 23.2 

2008-03-23T10:19:53 0.026504 0.034522 −0.00222 3.944782 −3.84791 0.8712 23.1 

2008-04-01T18:08:39 0.008167 0.043577 0.003094 4.490891 −4.36999 1.039286 23.1 

2008-04-20T21:31:19 0.021704 0.046619 −0.0 0 047 4.487401 −4.35227 1.093048 23.1 

2008-04-30T10:44:01 0.015542 0.048642 0.005473 4.480816 −4.33729 1.120889 23 

20 08-05-10T0 0:02:39 0.017738 0.054989 0.011277 4.480402 −4.32985 1.166508 23 

2008-05-17T23:03:36 0.003351 0.073496 −0.01568 3.267611 −3.15271 0.867117 23 

2008-06-01T22:26:20 0.262729 0.00418 0.0 0 0162 2.731175 −2.62251 0.762803 22.9 

2008-06-09T01:44:20 0.104314 0.004089 0.0 0 0 072 2.730111 −2.61699 0.7777 22.9 

2008-06-16T04:50:22 0.312647 0.004994 0.0 0 0417 2.713475 −2.59642 0.788437 22.9 

2008-06-23T07:55:20 0.084789 0.006285 0.0 0 024 2.711298 −2.58974 0.803144 22.9 

2008-06-30T08:45:21 0.025433 0.004703 −9.3E-05 2.708354 −2.58246 0.816139 22.8 

2008-07-07T09:33:50 0.290048 0.005112 0.0 0 0557 2.70665 −2.57617 0.830252 22.8 

2008-07-14T10:22:44 0.043669 0.004164 0.0 0 0 0 02 2.706991 −2.57181 0.844736 22.8 

2008-07-21T11:16:19 0.027801 0.004698 0.0 0 0206 2.70942 −2.56947 0.859592 22.8 

2008-07-28T12:14:29 0.108608 0.00414 −9.5E-05 2.709386 −2.56442 0.874325 22.7 

2008-08-04T11:52:28 0.042153 0.037363 −0.00226 3.961838 −3.74033 1.307791 22.7 

2008-08-19T05:45:47 0.033605 0.034597 0.0 0 0964 3.935132 −3.70104 1.339061 22.7 

2008-08-26T14:33:19 0.052448 0.035146 −0.0 0 086 3.973086 −3.73019 1.369217 22.7 

2008-09-02T23:29:41 0.029802 0.039023 −0.00167 3.965378 −3.71699 1.379121 22.6 

2008-09-10T08:20:52 0.034786 0.038829 −0.00266 3.962988 −3.70705 1.403197 22.6 

2008-09-17T17:11:25 0.093825 0.035582 −0.002 3.961976 −3.69999 1.414798 22.6 

20 08-09-25T02:0 0:40 0.03787 0.039958 −0.00358 3.962396 −3.69322 1.435313 22.6 

2008-10-02T10:42:23 0.025492 0.025307 0.060275 3.96604 −3.68003 1.491056 22.5 

2008-10-17T03:02:02 0.03836 0.037483 −0.00232 3.955507 −3.6654 1.48515 22.5 

2008-10-24T10:05:04 0.031979 0.037907 −0.00834 3.964104 −3.66659 1.50568 22.5 

2008-11-08T21:15:59 0.011272 0.04793 0.00194 4.328193 −3.98136 1.697187 22.5 

2008-11-16T21:07:40 0.013315 0.043278 0.004558 4.33365 −3.97651 1.721741 22.4 

2008-11-24T08:41:48 0.002555 0.074195 −0.0023 5.245236 −4.79822 2.11921 22.4 

2008-12-02T07:56:38 0.003672 0.068771 0.015132 5.246252 −4.786 2.148809 22.4 

2008-12-09T17:46:51 0.001112 0.138274 0.025519 5.762686 −5.23485 2.4102 22.4 

2008-12-17T17:09:16 0.001245 0.110506 0.02058 5.768608 −5.23432 2.424304 22.3 

2009-07-26T18:29:18 0.007811 0.033516 −0.00655 4.202785 3.502527 −2.31765 9.8 

2009-08-11T12:58:52 0.001512 0.12088 −0.0305 3.110577 2.600824 −1.74307 9.7 
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ntenna. This also served to explain the difference in voltage

pectral power due to dust impacts observed by the dipole and

onopole antenna of Cassini RPWS ( Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009,

014 ). However, recent Cassini RPWS observations during ring

lane crossings showed that impact voltage signals measured by

he dipole antenna are comparable to those measured by the

onopole antenna, whereas the dipole impact rates are about an

rder of magnitude lower than monopole, consistent with the

rojected area ratio between the antenna boom and the spacecraft

ody. This indicates that the dipole antenna primarily detects

irect impacts on the antenna booms. In this study, we treat the

ipole voltage pulses as is without multiplying by the correction

actor 40 as did Ye et al. (2014) . 
. Data 

One of the advantages of RPWS dust detection is that this

ethod has a much larger collecting area (the spacecraft) than

hat of CDA, so RPWS is expected to be able to detect much lower

uxes for a given size threshold (e.g. 1 μm). More importantly,

he RPWS does not need a specific spacecraft attitude for dust

etection, so it is possible for RPWS to detect dust continuously

hrough the orbit. Unlike CDA, RPWS does not rely on any specific

pacecraft attitude to carry out the measurement. For example,

uring the SOI, when the HGA was pointed to ram direction to

hield Cassini instruments from dust hazards, CDA was not able

o make any dust measurement. RPWS provided the only in-situ
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measurement of dust particles during the SOI. The RPWS wide-

band receiver (WBR) can record the waveform of each individual

dust impact, whereas the CDA High Rate Detector (HRD) can only

measure the impact rate of dust particles above certain thresholds.

Thus RPWS can provide a better characterization of the dust size

distribution function. 

That said, RPWS lacks a prelaunch calibration of the conversion

from voltage measurement to particle size and its effective im pact

area at different attitudes. So the size and density of the dust parti-

cles measured by RPWS are subject to error. The CDA measurement

of dust number density has smaller error bars than RPWS. The un-

certainty of the dust number density measured by RPWS could be

as large as a factor of 10. The differences between the RPWS and

CDA measurements have been shown to be within this uncertainty

range ( Ye et al., 2014 ). Cross calibration with CDA measurements

can help better constrain the effective area of RPWS. CDA HRD has

exact size thresholds for iron grains and effective areas for its sen-

sors, which can be used to infer the effective impact area of RPWS

by comparing the impact rates measured by the two instruments. 

During most of the ring plane crossings, RPWS has been sched-

uled to collect continuous wideband data, which we can analyze

to infer the properties of the dusty rings, i.e. dust size distribution

and dust number density. Fig. 1 a shows a waveform of the RPWS

WBR data collected during the E ring crossing on DOY 122, 2005.

The receiver was operated in the 10-kHz mode and was connected

to the dipole electric antenna. Dust impact waveforms typically ex-

hibit a jump in voltage within a few tens of microseconds. The

identification of dust impacts is based upon the voltage changes

between two adjacent data points exceeding a certain threshold

value (in this study, 4 times the voltage change value averaged

over the previous 15 data points). For comparison, Fig. 1 b shows

the dust impact waveforms observed by the monopole antenna on

DOY 248, 2005. Note that most of the voltage pulses are negative

and are attributed to impacts on the spacecraft body. The fewer

positive pulses are due to impacts on the electric antenna boom.

The jump in voltage of each dust impact can be converted to the

size (radius) of the impacting particle, assuming a spherical shape

of the icy particles and water ice density of 920 kg/m 

3 ( Ye et al.,

2014 ). 

A Fourier transform of the dust impact waveforms yields a

power law spectrum with a hinge at a few kHz. The slope of

the power law is −4 above the hinge frequency and −2 below.

Aubier et al. (1983) modeled the waveform of the dust impacts

and showed that the power law spectrum due to the dust im-

pacts can be used to infer the size and number density of the im-

pacting particles ( Meyer-Vernet et al., 1996, 2009; Schippers et al.,

2014 ). Based on the model, the hinge frequency is controlled by

the rise time of the impact pulse. The WBR spectrogram during the

E ring crossing (at Enceladus’ orbit) on DOY 122, 2005 is shown in

Fig. 2 , where intense dust impact signals appear as vertical spikes.

The most intense signals due to dust impacts are approximately

coincident with the crossing of ring plane by the spacecraft. It

is noticed that there is an enhancement of dust impact signals

around 22:05, away from the ring plane, corresponding to a local

dust density spike. Examination of the waveform plots confirmed

that dust impacts were observed during this time period. Similar

enhancements of dust impact rates off the ring plane were also

observed during the ring plane crossing (at 4.36 Rs) on DOY 003,

2008 around 22:45 and 23:52, when Cassini was at around −6 °
and −14 ° latitude. The origin of these high latitude dust particles is

still unclear. Note that the Voyager 2 plasma wave instrument also

observed increases in root mean square dust impact signals off the

ring plane (10 0 0–30 0 0 km south) during the ring plane crossing

just exterior to the G ring ( Tsintikidis et al., 1994 ). 

Because the WBR can detect individual dust impacts and mea-

sure their sizes, the data can be used to characterize the size
istribution of the dust particles. The sizes of all dust impacts de-

ected within a time window (e.g. 1 min) are sorted into equal size

ins of a histogram as shown in Fig. 3 . The result shows a differen-

ial power law size distribution within the sensitive size range of

ach gain, which is an amplifier set based on waveform amplitudes

o maximize the use of the A/D dynamic range while minimizing

lipping (exceeding the range of the A/D converter) ( Gurnett et al.,

004 ). The gain is determined by onboard software once every few

econds but is applied between waveform snapshots (private com-

unication, Donald Kirchner). With the help of the automatic gain

ontrol, the dynamic range of the WBR is greatly expanded, result-

ng in the instrument’s sensitivity to a wide size range of particles

submicron to 10 μm). Although the sensitive size range at one par-

icular time is narrow, the changing gain helps us to peek into dif-

erent sections of the general size distribution, which all resemble

 power law function. The slopes measured within each gain are

lso similar, supporting a wide power law size distribution. The

lopes of the size distributions measured with the WBR gain set at

0 and 40 dB are −4.2 and −3.5 respectively, which are consistent

ith the size distribution slope derived from fitting the impacts

ates with different size thresholds. 

The dust density is given by n = R/AU, where R is the impact

ate, A is the effective impact area of the spacecraft and U is the

am velocity between the spacecraft and the dust particles. We

ave assumed the dust particles of these sizes move in a circular

eplerian orbit around Saturn. However, the orbits of the E ring

articles are likely eccentric, so this assumption may not strictly

old, which could introduce (small) systematic errors in the esti-

ates of the particle size and density in the inner and outer parts

f the E ring. For this study, the impact rate R is computed as

he number of impacts divided by the total sampling time within

 moving time window (25 s). The instrument detection thresh-

ld is dependent on the gain of the receiver, which is subject to

hange during the ring plane crossing. This is because the auto-

atic gain control of the receiver responds to the total signal level

f the band. When more and more impacts are detected, this level

ncreases, eventually requiring the gain to be decreased. As a re-

ult, the smallest impact signals (now weaker than before the gain

hange) will become too small to be detected, effectively increas-

ng the detection threshold of the instrument. So we use the ob-

erved rates to estimate the total number of impacts by grains with

adii greater than 1 μm, assuming that the power law distribution

xtends down to at least 1 μm. The fitted slope of the size distri-

ution often has large variations (e.g. −2 to −7) or is not available

hen the impact rates are low. So we apply a size slope −4 to all

ata (the fitted size slopes during the ring plane crossings range

rom −3 to −5), which could overestimate or underestimate the

ust density where the actual size slope is different from −4. Dur-

ng the ring plane crossings, the detection thresholds of the RPWS

nstrument were close to 1 μm (within a factor of three), so the un-

ertainty of the dust density due to the scaling is within a factor

f three (assuming the size slope is off by one). 

In Fig. 4 , we plot the dust density versus vertical distance from

he ring plane, for ring plane crossings at four different radial dis-

ances, representing the region around the G ring (panel a), in-

er E ring (panel b), Enceladus’ orbit (panel c), and outer E ring

panel d). The dust densities are calculated from the number of

mpacts counted within 25-second moving windows. For the ring

lane crossing at 5.7 R S (panel d), the data are quite noisy com-

ared to the other ring plane crossings. This is likely due to two

easons. First, when the density is low, the number of impacts de-

ected in each sampling window is small, so the variance of the

mpact rate is large compared to the average. Second, low fre-

uency plasma waves often observed in this region interfere with

he dust detection algorithm (the oscillating electric field of the

lasma waves causes rapid changes of voltage, which could be
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Fig. 1. Waveform snapshot of the RPWS wideband receiver data collected during the E ring crossing on DOY 122, 2005 (top) and near the G ring on DOY 248, 2005 (bottom). 

The receiver was in 10-kHz mode and connected to the dipole and monopole antenna, respectively. The identified dust impacts are marked by diamonds at the peak of each 

voltage impulse. 
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Fig. 2. The WBR spectrogram during the E ring crossing on DOY 122, 2005, where 

intense dust impact signals appear as vertical spikes. The white line is the local 

electron cyclotron frequency calculated from the magnetic field measured by MAG. 

Fig. 3. Size distribution of the dust particles detected during the E ring crossing on 

DOY 122, 2005. For two different receiver gains, the sizes of all dust impacts de- 

tected are sorted into equal size bins of a histogram, which shows a power law size 

distribution within the sensitive size range (1–3 μ). The lack of particles smaller 

than 1 μm is due to the instrument cut-off in sensitivity at around 1 μm. The sen- 

sitivity threshold is dependent on both the impact velocity and the gain of the re- 

ceiver. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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mistaken as dust impacts by the dust identification algorithm). Fil-

tering out the interference of the plasma waves increases the size

threshold for dust identification, which also reduces the number of

dust impacts detected in each sampling window. 

For each ring plane crossing, the dust density is fitted with a

Lorentzian function (plotted in red). The function form is given by

n = 

n 0 w 

2 

( z − z 0 ) 
2 + w 

2 
(4)

Where n 0 is the peak density and z 0 is the vertical offset of

the peak density. From this model fitting, the peak density and

half width at half maximum ( w ) of each density profile can be

determined. It is noted that the vertical thickness of the dusty

rings is a function of the radial distance from Saturn. The ring’s

vertical thickness around the G ring is about one tenth of the

thickness at the Enceladus orbit. The thickness of the E ring grows

with the distance from Enceladus’ orbit. More interestingly, the

peak density location of the E ring shifts from south to north
f Saturn’s equatorial plane with increasing radial distance from

he planet. Also, local density minima are observed at ring plane

rossings around Enceladus’ orbit (panel c). Most of these features

ere also observed by the CDA ( Kempf et al., 2008 ) and ISS

nstruments onboard Cassini ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). The CDA HRD

ould not resolve the density dips at ring plane crossings around

he Enceladus orbit. 

Fig. 5 shows the radial dust density profile derived from the

BR data collected on DOY 266, 2005. This equatorial crossing of

he E ring was also analyzed by Kurth et al. (2006) . Here we ap-

ly the dust identification algorithm used by Ye et al. (2014) on

he same data and redo the power law fit. It is shown that the

adial density profile of the E ring can be represented by power

aws interior and exterior to the Enceladus orbit n = n 0 ( ρ/ 3 . 95 ) p ,

ith the power law index p = 17 and -9 respectively. Note that

howalter et al. (1991) found the power law indices to be 15 and

7 based on optical observations of the E ring. For comparison,

he corresponding power law indices determined by Kurth et al.

2006) are 24.8 and -8. The difference between this study and

urth et al. (2006) is likely due to the difference in sensitivity of

he two dust detection algorithms. The density of dust particles

bove the 1 μm size threshold shown in Fig. 5 are estimated from

he detected impact rates at all gains (for particles larger than the

etection threshold of the WBR, which changes with gain) based

n the assumption of a power law distribution with index −4,

hereas Kurth et al. (2006) derived their power law fit based on

mpact rates detected at 30 dB gain. It is worth pointing out that

uring the equatorial crossing of the E ring, the spacecraft had ver-

ical offset from the ring plane, which means the densities mea-

ured might not be peak densities. Also, as shown earlier, the peak

ensity locations of the E ring have vertical offsets from the equa-

orial plane interior and exterior to the Enceladus orbit. All these

actors render the measurement of radial density profile of the E

ing by a single equatorial crossing inaccurate. 

In order to better resolve the density profile of the E ring, we

nalyzed all high inclination ( v z / v > 0.3, v and v z are velocity and

ts z component of the spacecraft relative to Saturn) orbits that cut

hrough the E ring between the SOI and equinox. For each high in-

lination crossing of the E ring, we plot the dust density versus the

ertical offset from the equatorial plane and fit the vertical density

rofile to a Lorentzian function. From each fit, we obtain the peak

ensity n 0 , radial distance corresponding to the peak location r max ,

ertical thickness w (half width at half maximum) and the vertical

ffset of the peak location z 0 . The fitted parameters and spacecraft

ocations of all the ring plane crossings analyzed in this study are

isted in Table 1 . These RPWS results can be compared to observa-

ions by other instruments onboard Cassini, e.g. CDA and ISS. 

In Fig. 6 , we plot the peak densities of the high inclination ring

lane crossings versus the radial distances of the peak density lo-

ations in a semi-log axis. There are basically two regions with rel-

tively high dust density, the region around the G ring interior to

 R S and the region around Enceladus’ orbit at 3.95 R S . The highest

ensities are measured during the Enceladus flybys (excluded from

his study). The dust densities interior and exterior to Enceladus’

rbit fall off roughly as power law functions as indicated by the

traight line fits (red) in the semi-log plot. The power law fit of the

adial density profile of the E ring is expressed as n = n 0 ( ρ/ 3 . 95 ) p ,

here n 0 =0.035 m 

−3 is the peak dust density ( > 1 μm) at Ence-

adus’ orbit, ρ is the radial distance in R S and p = 16 ± 2 and

10 ± 1.6, interior and exterior to Enceladus’ orbit. The uncer-

ainty interval for p is based on 95% confidence level. For com-

arison, CDA measured a peak density ( > 0.9 μm) of 0.05/m 

3 at the

nceladus orbit ( Kempf et al., 2008 ). The scatter of the density data

round the fitted red curves is probably due to the local time de-

endence of the ring’s density profile as observed by ISS ( Hedman

t al., 2012 ). 
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a b

c d

Fig. 4. Scaled dust density ( > 1 μm) versus vertical distance from the ring plane for selected ring plane crossings. The time and radial distances of the ring plane crossings 

are shown on top of the panels. (a) The region interior to the G ring; (b) E ring interior to Enceladus orbit; (c) E ring core; (d) E ring exterior to Enceladus orbit. The red 

curves are Lorentzian function fits to the densities and the red diamonds mark the density peaks. The density profiles are calculated based on impacts counted within a 

25-second moving window. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. Radial dust density profile derived from WBR data collected on DOY 266, 

2005. The red lines are the power law fits of dust densities interior and exterior 

to the Enceladus orbit, n = n 0 ( ρ/ 3 . 95 ) p , with n 0 =0.007 and p=17 and −9, respec- 

tively. For comparison, see Fig. 1 of Showalter et al. (1991) , where the inner and 

outer exponents are 15 and −7, respectively. (For interpretation of the references to 

color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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In Fig. 7 , we plot the vertical thickness ( w , half width at half

aximum) of the dusty rings as a function of radial distance. It

s noticed that the thickness parameter w of the G ring is below

.005 R S . The thickness of the E ring has a minimum ( w ∼0.033

 S ) at Enceladus’ orbit and increases with the distance from Ence-

adus’ orbit, which is consistent with Enceladus being the source of

he E ring particles ( Haff et al., 1983 ; Pang et al., 1984 ; Showalter

t al., 1991 ). The thickness ( w in R S ) of the E ring can be roughly

epresented by functions of the radial distance ρ as w = 0 . 034 −
 . 0 6 6( ρ − 3 . 95 ) and w = 0 . 032 + 0 . 044( ρ − 3 . 95 ) for regions in-

erior (3 < ρ < 3.95 R S ) and exterior (3.95 < ρ < 6 R S ) to Ence-

adus’ orbit. The thickness (full width at half maximum, FWHM) of

he E ring measured by CDA at Enceladus’ orbit is ∼4300 km, com-

arable to the RPWS observation ( ∼40 0 0 km), but the CDA mea-

ured E ring thickness at the Mimas orbit ( ∼50 0 0 km) is signif-

cantly smaller than the value measured by RPWS ( ∼10,0 0 0 km)

uring the same ring plane crossing ( Kempf et al., 2008 ). The

PWS value is more consistent with the FWHM at the Mimas orbit

erived from the optical images ( de Pater et al., 2004 ). While the

verall trends in the ring’s thickness are consistent with previous

easurements and models, it is difficult for RPWS in-situ observa-

ions to reveal the variation of ring thickness with local time (as

hown in Fig. 6 of Hedman et al. (2012) ), because the ring plane
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Fig. 6. Peak densities of the high inclination ring plane crossings versus the ra- 

dial distances of the peak density locations in a semi-log plot. The red lines are 

the power law fits of the radial density profile of the E ring, expressed as n = 

n 0 ( ρ/ 3 . 95 ) p , where n 0 =0.035 m 

−3 is the peak dust density ( > 1 μm) at Enceladus 

orbit, ρ is the radial distance in R S and p = 16 ± 2 or −10 ± 1.6 interior or exterior 

to Enceladus orbit. Note the scatter of the density data around the fitted red curves. 

The uncertainty interval for p is based on 95% confidence level. The density mea- 

surements around 2.7 and 2.9 R S (vicinity of the G ring) are comparable to or higher 

than those at the E ring core. (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. Vertical thickness (w, half width half max) of the dusty rings as a func- 

tion of radial distance. The fitted functions are w = 0.034 −0.066( ρ − 3 . 95 ) and 

w = 0.032 + 0.044( ρ − 3 . 95 ) interior and exterior to the Enceladus orbit. The scatter 

of the data around the fitted lines are probably due to the local time dependence of 

the E ring thickness ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). Note that the vertical thickness around 

the G ring is below 0.005 R S . (For interpretation of the references to color in this 

figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 8. Vertical offsets of dust density peak locations (z 0 ) as a function of the radial 

distance. The fitted function (red line) is z 0 = 0 . 018( ρ − 3 . 95 ) − 0 . 005 . (For inter- 

pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 

the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 9. Dust density ( > 1 μm) profiles measured during all high inclination RPXs 

(listed in Table 1 ) between DOY 122, 2005 and DOY 223, 2009 in polar coordinates. 

The base ten logarithm of dust densities are color coded so that yellow represents 

0.1/m 

3 and blue represents 0.001/m 
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crossings were not evenly distributed in local time and radial dis-

tance space. 

Fig. 8 shows the vertical offsets of dust density peak locations

( z 0 ) as a function of the radial distance ρ (in R S ). The dust density

peaks measured around the G ring remain very close to the equa-

torial plane, while the E ring peak locations shift from south to

north of the equatorial plane as the radial distance from Saturn in-

creases, similar to that observed by ISS ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). For

most of the ring plane crossings near Enceladus’ orbit, the peak

locations are slightly south of the equatorial plane, which cannot

be explained by the south polar jets because the material jetted

southward from Enceladus goes equally far northward half an orbit

later. The vertical offsets of the density peaks can be roughly rep-

resented by the function z = −0 . 005 + 0 . 018( ρ − 3 . 95 ) , where
0 
 < ρ < 6 Rs . The southward displacement of the E ring peak at

imas measured by the RPWS ( ∼10 0 0 km) is consistent with the

DA measurement ( ∼1200 km) ( Kempf et al., 2008 ). 

Fig. 9 shows all the dust density profiles measured during the

igh inclination crossings ( v z / v > 0.3) between the SOI and equinox

n cylindrical coordinates. The size threshold for the dust density

alculation is 1 μm. One can notice from this plot that the ring

hickness of the region around the G ring is much smaller than

hat of the E ring. The dust density clearly peaks at the orbit of

nceladus. However, the variation of the thickness and the vertical

ffset of the dust density peak of the E ring are not very obvious

ue to the scale of the plot. 

. Discussion 

Cassini RPWS can directly measure dust particles in Saturn’s

usty rings via the impact signals induced on the electric antenna.

his method can detect more dust impacts per unit time (com-

ared to CDA) for a given size threshold (e.g. 1 μm) due to the

elatively large effective area and thus is more sensitive to low

ust fluxes. Because the generation of the impact signal is not re-

iant on the spacecraft attitude, the measurement of dust particles
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s available whenever the WBR is scheduled to collect data. The

PWS measurements of dust particles have been calibrated with

DA HRD data at three different locations, the E ring, G ring and

he Enceladus plume ( Kurth et al., 2006; Ye et al., 2014 ). Continu-

us waveform measurement by the WBR during most of the ring

lane crossings provides the opportunity to compare the RPWS

easured dust properties to those observed by optical instruments

ike ISS. 

Photometric modeling trials based on various assumptions of

he particle size distribution lead to the conclusion that only a nar-

ow size distribution fit the E ring observation ( Showalter et al.,

991 ). Cassini VIMS observations of the Enceladus plume indicates

hat most of the larger size ( > 3 μm) dust particles are ejected from

he south pole of Enceladus at a lower velocity and thus cannot es-

ape the gravity of the Moon ( Hedman et al., 2009 ). Ingersoll and

ward (2011) deduced that the best fit size distribution of the par-

icles in the Enceladus plume, based on modeling of the ISS obser-

ations of the plume, is basically a power law with an exponent

etween −6 and −12. We compare the remote sensing results to

he in-situ measurements by CDA and RPWS in the corresponding

egions. During the high inclination orbits in 2008, when the im-

act speed was close to 20 km/s, RPWS was sensitive to submicron

articles, because the charge yield is proportional to impact speed

o the power 4.6. RPWS observed dust particles with sizes close

o 10 μm during the Enceladus plume crossings. The observation

s consistent with a wide size range with steep power law dis-

ribution. In particular, RPWS measurements clearly showed that

he differential particle size distribution in the E ring is character-

zed as a power law (size slope ∼ −4) ( Ye et al., 2014 ), which is

onsistent with CDA observations (size slope ranges from −4.2 to

5.4) ( Kempf et al., 2008 ). The difference between all these mea-

urements could not be reconciled by a size distribution of which

he power law index changes with the size, because RPWS is sen-

itive to a wide size range (submicron to 10 μm, with the help of

utomatic gain control) which contains the size range that optical

nstruments are sensitive to. More work is needed to understand

he potential discrepancies between the different measurements. 

Horanyi et al. (1992) proposed a dynamic filtering process

hich would determine the size distribution of the E ring particles

s a function of location. The CDA measurements showed that the

ize distribution of freshly injected plume particles agrees with the

ize distribution of the background E ring particles ( Kempf et al.,

008 ). RPWS also did not observe significant change in the size

istribution slope during the ring plane crossings at Enceladus’

rbit and high inclination Enceladus flybys. The size distribution

lopes fitted from RPWS observations at different radial distances

3–6 R S ) seem to match within uncertainties, which are usually

igh on the edges of the E ring due to lower dust impact rates. So,

t’s hard to draw any conclusion on the spatial dependence of the

ize distribution slope based on RPWS data. Although, theoretically,

ust dynamics is a function of grain size, other processes such as

lasma drag might smear things out. The dynamic filtering process

ainly involves eccentricity changes rather than semi-major axis

hanges, so one would not necessarily expect the size distribution

o change radically in the vicinity of Enceladus’ orbit. 

Note there is uncertainty in the size of the particles inferred

rom RPWS measurements due to the uncertainty in the charge

ield and in the charge-antenna coupling process. The charge yield

er unit mass of dust particle used in this study is about 5 times

ower (for 10 km/s impact speed) than that used in Ye et al. (2014) .

nd there would be significant difference in the charge antenna

oupling efficiency whether the dust impacts on the spacecraft

ody or directly on the antenna boom. See the difference in the

article sizes derived by Gurnett et al. (1983), Tsintikidis et al.

1994) , Tsintikidis et al. (1995) , where different assumptions on

he coupling mechanism have been made. The particle sizes de-
ived in this study (a few microns) are consistent with the Gurnett

t al. (1983) result, whereas the particle sizes derived in Ye et al.

2014) are more consistent with Tsintikidis et al. (1994, 1995) re-

ults, because these studies assumed ∼40 times lower charge-

ntenna coupling efficiency for the dipole mode compared to the

onopole mode. As a result, the derived mass of the dust particles

ould be off by a couple of orders of magnitude. However, dur-

ng a particular ring plane crossing, the relative sizes of the par-

icles detected by RPWS during one orbit are not affected by the

ncertainty because the uncertainty associated with each voltage

o mass conversion should be the same. So the shape of the dis-

ribution function, e.g. the power law index, is pretty accurately

etermined. The size distribution function can be compared with

he predictions of various physical models for the origin and accel-

ration of the dust particles (e.g. Schmidt et al., 2008 ). The RPWS

n-situ measurements can provide constraints on parameters to be

sed in the future modeling studies based on remote sensing data.

The RPWS measurements of dust density in the flight path is

ased on the recorded impact rates and the estimated effective

mpact area of the spacecraft ( Wang et al., 2006 ). Changing the

rientation of the spacecraft will change the effective impact area

nd maybe the charge yield constant. For the monopole mode,

he spacecraft body is the main impact surface, the cross sectional

rea of which will change with the orientation of the spacecraft.

he material of the spacecraft surface exposed to the ram direc-

ion will affect the charge yield of the impacts. For example, the

ame dust particle impacting at the same speed would yield dif-

erent amount of charge on the high gain antenna and the ther-

al blanket, which are covered with different materials. For the

ipole measurement, RPWS primarily detects impacts on the an-

enna booms, the effective area of which changes with the space-

raft attitude. So for the ring plane crossing data in this study

collected in the dipole mode), we used the projected area of the

PWS electric antenna boom ( ∼0.4 m 

2 ) as the effective impact

rea. For comparison, Ye et al. (2014) used 1.5 m 

2 , based on the

ssumption that the dipole antenna detects impacts on the space-

raft body. Combined with the smaller charge yield, the dust den-

ity derived in this study is about 5–10 times lower than the com-

utation in Ye et al. (2014) would have obtained. Although the

PWS dust density measurement has one order of magnitude un-

ertainty, the factor needed to correct the measurement to the real

alue should be a constant value. So the measured density profiles

re similar to the real density profiles and provide accurate peak

ocations and thickness of the dusty rings, as shown in the com-

arison to the observations by ISS ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). 

When fitting the vertical density profiles with Lorentzian func-

ions, the best-fit parameters plotted versus the radial distance

rom Saturn ( Figs. 6–8 ) resemble the corresponding plots based

n the ISS data ( Fig. 3 of Hedman et al. (2012) ). First of all, both

nstruments observed density peaks at the G ring and Enceladus’

rbit, consistent with G ring moonlets and Enceladus being the

ource of dust particles. Second, both instruments observed local

ensity minima at the ring plane near Enceladus’ orbit. The density

inima at the ring plane also shows up in many numerical simu-

ations (e.g. Juhász et al., 2007 ; Horanyi et al., 2008; Kempf et al.,

010 ). The non-zero speeds at which the particles are launched

rom Enceladus’ south pole and the moon’s gravity provides the

ertical velocity of the dust particles, reducing the local particle

ensity near the ring plane over a range comparable in size to

nceladus’ Hill sphere ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). Third, the average

ensity peak offset from the equatorial plane shifts from about

0.03 R S to about 0.03 R S as the radial distance from Saturn in-

reases from 3 R S to 6 R S . This vertical warp of the E ring is

lso observed by ISS, where the E ring’s peak brightness density

hifts from 10 0 0–20 0 0 km southwards of Saturn’s equatorial plane

o 10 0 0 + km northwards between the orbits of Mimas and Tethys
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( Hedman et al., 2012 ). This E ring warp is due to the locking of

the pericenters and apocenters of the dust orbits out of the equa-

torial plane by the vertical forces from solar radiation pressure and

the planet’s aligned quadrupolar field ( Hamilton 1993 ). It was also

predicted that the E ring warp would vary with time due to the

seasonal change of radiation pressure normal direction relative to

the ring plane. Voyager 1 observations during the ring plane cross-

ing near Dione showed that the E ring peak was centered about

2500 km below the equatorial plane ( Tsintikidis et al., 1995 ). The

measurement was taken on November 13, 1980, about 8 months

after the vernal equinox of Saturn (March 3), when the solar ra-

diation came from north of the ring plane. So the Voyager 1 ob-

servation seems to be consistent with the seasonal control of the

warping of the E ring. Cassini E ring image data also showed that

the warping direction has reversed after equinox (private commu-

nication, M. M. Hedman). Fourth, the vertical thickness ( w , half

width at half maximum) of the E ring measured by RPWS is at its

minimum ∼0.033 R S at the Enceladus orbit and increases linearly

with the distance from Enceladus orbit, reaching about 0.1 R S and

0.12 R S at 3 R S and 6 R S radial distances, respectively. This result

is also consistent with the modeling results and previous observa-

tions ( Horanyi et al., 1992; Nicholson et al., 1996; de Pater et al.,

2004; Hedman et al., 2012 ). Note that RPWS observed a larger (fac-

tor of ∼2) thickness of the E ring at the Mimas orbit than CDA, and

that CDA did not resolve the density dip at the ring plane near

Enceladus’ orbit. 

Ingersoll and Ewald (2011) estimated the total mass of parti-

cles in Enceladus’ plume ((1.45 ± 0.5) × 10 5 kg) and the E ring

((12 ± 5.5) × 10 8 kg) and deduced the lifetime of the dust particles

in E ring to be ∼8 years. We integrated the dust density ( > 1 μm)

measured by RPWS over the dense part of the E ring (3–6 R S ra-

dial distance, −1 to 1 R S vertical offset from the equatorial plane)

and estimated the total mass to be 2 × 10 8 kg. The uncertainty

of the total mass due to the uncertainty of the power law size

slope is estimated to be a factor of 2. The estimated mass pro-

duction rate of the Enceladus plume is 51 ± 18 kg/s by Ingersoll

and Ewald (2011) , 15–65 kg/s by Dong et al. (2015) , and 5 kg/s by

Schmidt et al. (2008) . Note that Dong et al. (2015) estimated the

total (nanometer to 50 μm in size) mass production rate based

on the micron dust density derived using the method of Ye et al.

(2014) , which yielded densities about 10 times larger than this

study. If 10% of these particles can leave the Hill sphere of Ence-

ladus, the E ring is replenished at 10% of the rates quoted above.

The calculated lifetime of the particles in the E ring would range

from 1 to 12 years. For comparison, Hamilton and Burns (1994) an-

alytically derived the lifetime of the particles to be 20 years. 

5. Conclusion 

In this study, we have shown characteristics of dust particles

derived from Cassini RPWS observations during the crossings of

Saturn’s dusty rings. Because the voltage signals induced by the

dust impacts on the electric antenna are proportional to the parti-

cle sizes, we are able to derive the particle size distribution based

on the RPWS data. The size distribution can be represented by a

power law function of the particle radius with an exponent close

to −4. The dust density profiles of the E ring are derived based

on the impact rates measured by the RPWS wideband receiver. We

have analyzed the ring plane crossing data within 6 R S of Saturn’s

center collected between SOI and equinox (85 ring plane crossings,

of which 53 high inclination crossings are listed in Table 1 , and

there will be 97 more ring plane crossings between equinox and

the planned end of Cassini mission in 2017). The region around the

G ring is found to be a very thin layer of dust particles with no ob-

servable vertical offset from the ring plane. A density model of the

E ring is constructed based on fitting the density measurements
ith Lorentzian functions for the vertical structure and power law

unctions for the radial structure. It is found that the thickness of

he E ring has a minimum at the Enceladus orbit and increases

ith the distance away from Enceladus’ orbit. The vertical offset of

he peak density of the E ring also shifts from ∼0.3 R S south of

he ring plane at 3 R S to ∼0.3 R S north of the ring plane at 6 R S .

here is also a local density dip at the equatorial plane in the ver-

ical density profiles observed near Enceladus’ orbit. All these fea-

ures are consistent with the remote sensing measurement of the E

ing by ISS ( Hedman et al., 2012 ). The RPWS in-situ measurements

f dusty rings provide valuable constraints for the dust properties

f the E ring and Enceladus’ plume, which are important inputs

or future modeling studies. The RPWS measurement of the dust

ize distribution slope is also important for the evaluation of the

pacecraft safety during the upcoming F ring and proximal orbits

f Cassini. 
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